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ANTIOQUIA

La Calle de los Cielos

ITEM

ORIGEN

SPECIAL FEATURES

GROWING ZONE

COFFEE GROWING AREA IN FARM

ALTITUDE (above sea level)

TYPE OF SOIL

HARVEST

PRODUCTION PROCESS

COFFEE VARIETY

SCAA CLASSIFICATION

CUP PROFILE

BAG PRESENTATION

SUGGESTIONS FOR ITS CONSUMPTION

ROAST

GRINDING (recommendation)

TOASTING COMPANY

CERTIFICATIONS

Barranquilla- Colombia

Origin coffee, grows in a farm in a specific region, never gets mixed with other 

coffees or qualities.

SPECIALTY COFFEE DATA SHEET

SPECIFICATIONS

ANTIOQUIA- COLOMBIA

Fredonia, Vereda Hoyo Frìo

15 hectares of specialty coffee growing area.

1.850 mts / 6.070 ft above sea level

Main harvest: months of March, April, and Mitaca (secondary) in October, 

November, December, January

The coffee grows under 650,000 trees, under shade and with a great wealth of 

water sources what part of a forest that is integrated into a protected nature 

reserve of 10 hectares, habitat of bird and mammal species thanks to clean 

production processes

83,5

 Aroma: lime, berries and almonds, Flavor: panela, caramel, berries, Residual 

taste: sweet notes, chocolate, Acidity: balanced  Body: medium

Bags of 340 Gms, 2,5 kg. Other pack sizes presentations requieres previous 

confirmation

Fresh for up to 6 months once roasted and packed, keeping its packaging closed 

and in a cool place. Grind before each consumption to enhance its aroma and 

flavor

MEDIUM ROAST: You'll be able to enjoy its aroma and flavor from the beginning 

and this type of roast highlights the qualities that specialty coffee has.

Medium grinding, just before making it: water moistens the surface of the grain 

enough to extract the aroma and flavor of the specialty coffee. 

depulped cherry, fermented grain from 12 to 18 hours, washed in clean water, 

and sun-driedy (parchment coffee)

Vìas y Caminos S.A.(Medellìn). Registered before the National Federation of 

Coffee Growers.

Castillo  95% and Caturra 5%


